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How to Guide
INTERNAL HARDWOOD PANELLING

Installing panelling to internal walls, 
ceilings and out-of-weather applications 
including alfresco ceilings

This guide outlines basic measures that must be 
taken to ensure a successful installation.

Your goal

For your internal installation of Australian Natural 
Hardwoods , your aim should be:

• A beautiful feature you can create yourself or have
professionally installed

• Adding value and character to your home

Tools & supplies

You’ll need the following to complete this project:

• Glue and glue gun

• 
without chipping.

• 

• Pin nails that will penetrate the framing timber 
atleast 17mm

• Construction adhesive

• Scaffolding may be necessary.

Getting started

1. Prepare the wall or ceiling

• If you are attaching the internal timbers directly to
the studs or ceiling battens, make sure the studs
are straight and clean. If you are using 9mm thick
timber, studs must be 450mm apart. All other timber
thicknesses 12mm+ can span 600mm.

• If the wall panellings are to run vertically, make sure 

horizontal battens.

• To apply timber panelling directly over plaster,

the panelling to the battens.

• For concrete blocks, concrete tilt slab, or bricks, 

• 

glueing technique can be established.

2. Consider colours and lengths of the panelling

• Australian Natural Hardwoods comes in a beautiful 
array of colours that gives a warm ambient affect. As
you install the panelling, ensure you take advantage
of the colour variations in the timber boards, to
achieve a satisfying visual effect.

• Prior to installing, consider the lengths that have
been supplied. Plan ahead to best use these lengths
to achieve even patterns and minimal wastage.

• Make sure you know which side is the face so you 
don’t install it back to front (it has happened).

Your options are:

a.   
We provide a commercial UV-cured clear or tinted 

suitable for internal walls or ceilings, or external 
ceilings (verandahs, alfrescos, out-of-weather 
applications), and matching trims are available.

b. DIY / onsite coating:

Choose a stain, paint or clear lacquer for your
timber project. Ask your paint supplier for advice

We recommend coating the back of your timber
panelling before putting it up to seal the product.
This gives added dimensional stability and reduces
risk of water ingress from leaking roofs.

The face of the panelling can be painted before or
after installation.
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INTERNAL PANELLING

4. Glue and nail up the boards

for secret nailing. This leaves no nails exposed and no 
holes to putty (starter boards and trims excepted).
Your options are:

a. Cut the boards very neatly
so there is no need to have trim pieces to cover the

b. Put the boards up,
and then run a small timber bead around the full
perimeter of the panelling to cover any cuts, chips
and pin nails. You can choose from a multitude of
different trims and coat them to match or contrast.

• Start on one side of the room, and make sure the 

along the battens or studs. Place the groove side 
against the wall. This edge of the board may need
to be shaped slightly if the wall is not straight or

of the groove side, as well as the tongue side. Each
board that follows will need nails in the tongue only.
Put the tongue nails in accurately so the next board
covers the nail head.

• 

• Continue across the ceiling or wall.

• If joins are needed,butt together carefully on a stud 
or batten, and glue well. At joins, take extra care to 
ensure the nails do not split the tongue. See diagram
below for alternative.

• 
put nails into the face of the boards. Done carefully, 
the only nail heads that will be visible are at the start 

you wish.

Note
T

to support those boards securely until the adhesive 
takes over.

• Always use a construction adhesive as well as the
nails. This adds to the rigidity of the project, and 
reduces the chance of squeaks.

Figure 2: Butt joins
on wall or ceiling can be placed away from 
battens if properly supported from behind.

Figure 1: Typical ceiling installation 
method showing:

• Glue

• Pin nail (to be covered by next board)

• Two different sizes of trim. (DAR 18 x 
18mm or

• DAR 31 x 18mm). You choose!
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5. Commercial ceiling installations

Timber ceilings can be readily installed where there is a 
metal track system.

• Castelation® panelling with channels
can be screwed through the channel to the metal

(see Figure 3). This works particularly well with the
Castelation® Two Tone product as the screw heads
can be painted the same colour as the channels.

Figure 3: Panelling installation using metal 

directly using a coloured head screw (see 
Figure 4).

• , it is necessary 
to securely scew a timber batten to the bottom of a metal track, 
then proceed as per timber framing projects (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Panelling installation using metal 
track system / timber batten / secret nail 
and glue.
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6. Concealed �xing details for internal installations:

 Check stud work for straightness and plumb. Ensure
correct provision has been made for external corner
step �xing. Studs to be max. 450 mm centres.

Design speci�cation

To assist in achieving your desired result, the following
information should be drafted into your project. All denoted
façade areas to be Newport Cladding, supplied according
to the following speci�cation and installed in accordance
with the Building Codes of Australia, and the manufacturer’s
installation guidelines.

Surface �nish

Furniture grade smoothness, ready for oiling - top
surface only. Minimal chipping may occur with
interlocking grain.

Moisture Content

Within a range of 10-14% M/C.

Straightness

Max warp/bow - 7mm per metre.

Install all corner stops and end stops.
 Install starter board checking for level at all points.

Using a gauging stick, mark the cover increments of
each row up the studs off the top of the starter board
to keep everything straight and parallel. This is
particularly important around windows and doors. 
Alternatively use a spacer block in the shadow line to
assist even spacing.

Install the cladding boards, following the increments
marked on the studs. In some tropical climates the 
2mm expansion allowance may need to be increased
due to high moisture conditions. It may be necessary
to lubricate the gaskets in the end stops with 
dishwashing liquid to help slip the boards in easily.
Predrill a countersunk and clearance hole prior to
drilling in the screws. If nailing, ensure nails are
installed with the head �ush to the surface of the
timber. Do not drive in deeper as this may cause the
timber to crack, losing the holding power of the nail.

Butt joints should be joined on the studs. All butt joints
should be sealed with ‘sika�ex’ or similar joint sealant.
The easiest way to apply the joint sealant is to apply it
to the end of one board and allow it to squeeze out as
the two boards are pushed together. The excess
sealant will mushroom off the two edges. Let it dry
fully, and then scrape it �ush with a sharp chisel.

All end grain is to be sealed with multiple coats of
the timber preservative to be used on the face.

The standard pro�le design allows 2mm expansion and
7mm contraction which is su�cient for normal conditions.
The important thing is to identify the possibility of
excessive conditions and make sure these are provided
for. Modinex offer the service, on request, of calculating
the maximum moisture content and hence the expansion
and contraction in an area based on the information
provided by the Bureau of Meteorology and the tangential
shrinkage factor.

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Installation Instructions: 
Urbanline Newport Cladding

Phone 1800 156 455 Email sales@urbanline.com.au

For further product information and downloads Visit urbanline.com.au
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Horizontal installation – internal wall

Horizontal installation – internal ceiling

Detail B

25mm

25mm
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permeable membrane

Timber cladding

Note:
Cavity batten 
is recommended

behind cladding

10mm gap min

Timber cladding
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